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PROJECT PROGRESS



Specific Objectives
• SO1) To build capacity to develop joint programmes in 

viniviticulture and oenology, so as to internationalise and 
integrate curricula, widen mobility opportunities for 
students and staff and ultimately internationalise the 
university contribution to local development 

• SO2) To build the capacity of HEIs to sharpen their impact 
on local development in the viniviticulture sector, via multi-
lateral knowledge transfer and in conjunction with industry 
and other socio-economic partners.

• SO3) To consolidate a diverse international network of 
higher education institutions (HEIs) with a common interest 
to contribute to local development and a shared 
commitment to agricultural science, viniviticulture and 
oenology, as a basis for academic cooperation and industry 
partnerships.



Vita Global: A project that works 
on various levels
• Academic

• Develop international academic modules + pilot them in existing
programmes

• Build towards a future joint programme or other types of 
international academic cooperation

• Structural
• Collaboration between academics and IROs so as to build capacity

to develop international modules/joint programmes, 
internationalise curricula, enhance mobility and widen partnerships

• Strategic
• Contribute to SDG/ multi-lateral/S-S cooperation around SDG
• Can be a vehicle to link to and bring together other relevant E+ 

projects
• Pioneer el concept of ‘modularisation’



Vita Global: Linking academics and IROs

• Establishment of two work groups (WP2):

1) Representatives of international offices
• Look at issues related to joint programme development, accreditation, 

recognition, internationalization strategy, etc,

• Local industry partner surveys 

• Develop a policy paper on the Vita Global experience and modularisation

2) Academic representatives, to develop the  study 
module content 

• 6 modules, respecting meta-themes - Technology, Biochemistry, Viticulture and Economics

• Coordinated by UBx, UP, URV, UNIBO, UCuyo

• Module development is collaborative – All partners involved

• Mapping of which partner wish to pilot which module/ planning coaching



Work Packages

• WP1: Self-Assessment: International cooperation in food sciences and 
viniviticulture (UPorto) (Jan 2019 – May 2019)

• WP2: Towards collaborative study programmes in viniviticulture and 
oenology: Module development (UBx)  (June 2019 – April 2020) 

• WP3: Capacity building for teaching staff: internationalising local 
development in the vitivinculture sector (SU). (Feb – Sept 2020) 

• WP4: /Coaching/Piloting Modules (UNIBO) (March 2020 – June 2021)

• WP5: Quality Plan (OBREAL/ANECA)

• WP6: Consolidating a global network for local development (AUGM) 
(Sept 2020 – August 2021) 

• WP7 Future launch and sustainability of joint programme (URV) (May 
2021 – Sept 2021) 

• WP8: Management (URV/OBREAL) 



Outcomes of Porto Meeting
Hosted by UPorto, 2-3 May, 2019

• Presentation of results of self-evaluation/needs
assessment

• Mapping of programme and partner country skills

• Mapping of partner country needs

• Agreement on 6 modules to be developed and a draft work
plan for development

• First assessment of which Partner country partners are 
interested in piloting which modules

• Agreements taken on intended outputs of the IRO group



Vita Global Modules 
Viticulture

• Module 3: Sustainability in viticulture treatments, including
precision viticulture and irrigation (Coordination UPorto)

Wine Technology

• Module 6: Science and technology of sparkling wines
(Coordination: URV)

• Module 2:  New tendencies in Microbiology, Wine ageing and 
Wine Safety (Coordination: UBx) 

Wine economy

• Module 4: Wine marketing and economic sustainability
(Coordinating UCuyo)

• Module 1: Wine tourism innovation (Coordination URV)

• Module 5: Sensory analysis related to consumer appreciation
(Coordination: UNIBO)



Outcomes of Partner meeting, 
Santiago de Chile
9-11 October, 2019 – Hosted by UChile and UTalca

• Part of Workpackage 2 (aggregated several meetings for the
academic module development)

• Assessed the state of play of module development
• Discussed the procedure for both piloting modules and the

coaching exercise to prepare the module piloting

• Mapped which Partners would pilot which modules and 
which desired to receive coaching

• Filled out first drafts of Module Implementation and 
Coaching Plans

• Set up a Dropbox folder and mailing list per module

• IRO groups planned an indsutry partner survey and 
developed a structure for the policy paper



Module piloting and coaching 

coordinators URV U Bordeaux U Porto/ Bordeaux U Cuyo UniBO URV

Module number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Partners

UN Cuyo I C I I I

U Stellenbosh C I

CPUT I C I

U Talca C (mid 2020) 

UNdeC I I I I C? C

TesaU C I

GTU I C

UdelaR C I

Uchile C I

Unju I C I



VITA GLOBAL Capacity building/Training 
Workshops 

(Workpackage 3) 



Capacity building/Training 
workshops
• What? Capacity building and training activities for the 

teaching staff and administrative support staff involved in 
teaching modules in partner universities

• Why? Provide transversal support to teaching and IRO staff 
in internationalising curricula, joint programmes and local 
development; Structural support beyond 
viticulture/agriculture

• Who? One teaching staff and one admin staff per event 
(cross-fertilisation) 

• How? Expertise and good practices generated from 
partnership. Programme designed in collaboration between 
host and OBREAL. Other partners welcome to take 
lead/contribute. Options for synergies with other meetings 
(example, AUGM membership in Latin America) 



Themes and timing
• Staff training 1: Internationalising teaching

• University of Stellenbosch (25-28, 2020) 

• Staff training 2: Shaping teaching towards local 
development strategies and approaches
• (Host: AUGM/UdelaR - 3-5 June 2020)

• Staff training 3: Industry Partnerships
• (Host: GTU and TeSaU – in Tblisi and Telavi - end Sept 

2020) 

• Institutional multiplier events (ongoing) 



Modularisation and the Vita Global 
experience



Outcomes of Madrid Meeting for
IROs
3-4 December, 2019 – Hosted by ANECA

• Assessed and discussed the concept of modularisation
and how it is implemented in different systems (South 
Africa, Spain, India, Oman....)

• Discussed the possible contributions of Vita Global to 
this topic:

• Modularisation as seen as a means to internationalise
curricula

• A possible building block to joint programmes or other
teaching collaboration

• Structure of the Vita Global Policy paper and plans for
its development.



Issues of contention/discussion
• Modules imply the disaggregation of a study programme

• Ideally, they are non-sequential, independent– Flexible 
combinations are allowed (Ex - Middle East College) 

• Module as an individual learning unit that every university can 
then decide the purpose of and how to use, depending on 
strategy 
• Distinguish between linear modules and a more radical, flexible 

modularization
• It was stressed that it can be Important of guide students in certain 

contexts  so they don’t get lost

• Multiple purposes of modularization within Vita: Capacity 
building in programmes (Jujuy, UNDeC…), internationalised
curricula (UNCuyo…) 

• Question of semantics – what is a course, unit, subject…. 

• Importance of a common language regarding modularization in 
an international context? 



Definition for modularisation in 
the context of Vita Global? 

• Modularization is based on the principle of dividing the 
curriculum into small discrete modules or units that are 
independent/‘Self- contained’, non-sequential, and 
typically short in duration. 

• ……modules are structurally independent of one 
another but work together In order to modularize a 
curriculum, the system as a whole must provide a 
framework, an architecture, that allows for 
independence even as it functions in an integrated 
fashion



White Paper: How to internationalise the 
curricula through modularization: The 
case of Vita Global: Structure 

1) What are the key aspects of internationalized curricula?

2) What is modularization? 

3) Why is it new (in some contexts) and innovative? 
• Implications for curricular design (co-creation) 

• Implications for teaching and learning (co-creation of knowledge, impact of 
Intellectual Property regulations or laws)  

• Implications for recognition 

• Implications for IaH

• Implications for accreditation



White Paper: Structure (2) 
4) CURRICULA DESIGN BASED ON MODULARIZATION (UNIVERSITIES 
PERSPECTIVE)

• MODULARIZATION IN AFRICA (SU/CPUT example) 
• MODULARIZATION IN ASIA  (India example) 
• MODULARIZATION IN AMERICA  (AUGM example) 
• MODULARIZACIÓN IN EUROPE  (including Georgia) 

5) What is Vita Global proposing? 
• Background on the consortium: Partners, countries, regions and 

different international strategies

6) INTERNATIONALISING CURRICULA BASED ON MODULARIZATION: 
MODULARIZATION IN THE CONTEXT OF VITA GLOBAL

7) Lessons learned and remaining challenges

8) Annexes: Vita Global self-assessment results, local industry 
survey, etc.



Calendar 
Date Activity Comment

3-4 Dec 2019 Madrid Meeting: Structure and first inputs for Vita Global ‘White 
paper/Policy Paper’

Drafting Group (AUGM, UNJu, UNIBO, 
UCuyo, SU)

15 Dec 2019 Complete industry/local partner survey Analysis TesaU

26-28 Feb 2020  Training workshop: Internationalising curricula (Stellenbosch) 

May 2020 Submission interim report URV/OBREAL
Timesheets and equipment purchase to 
be finished prior

OBREAL to offer two virtual workshops in 
March on completing time sheets

8-10 June 2020 Training Workshop: University- industry partnerships 
(Montevideo) 

Last week Sept 2020 Training workshop: Teaching for local development (Georgia) 

March 2020 –
June 2021

Module piloting and coaching Calendar/schedule tbd – Partners must 
update pilot implementation and 
coaching plans

August 2020 – April 
2021

Local economic sector round tables 1 per partner country region 
Possible to invite international speaker 
from partnership
Proposal to be received 3mo in advance at 
least



Important reminders

• Interim report to be presented by 15 April – All 
documentation (Travel reports, time sheets and 
justification of equipment purchase required by 
end of March)

• Pilot Implementation Plans must be updated by 
interim report

• Formal announcement of Montevideo workshop 
and launch of registration


